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BE FREE AND DANCE PROJECT 2018 

 

http://www.facebook.com/BeFreeAndDance 

#BePartOfTheMovement      #WeAreAllDancers 

 
Nisha Lall      Project Manager / Dance Practitioner 

 

http://www.facebook.com/BeFreeAndDance
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/bepartofthemovement?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC6skGsGFjOf9Dra0ZReH3b852bXWatJxtwN-Nc--6hziPqnUa2gtt5sW6WGE9ZuKnCEiOqsK2Vnbap5qE08cLC2XHfGSkqXK5kD6tyOEj3sgslulmLIfNRMrjftrjfk0gpnD0Tm_oGqx_Ov9tlePhbK5uMg71pOfwiP1Xnx84RBWWcCV9Hlj6kip60neq9rAVFzFooAJBTJiCaR_UyFAHNnecj_x_rgZT4NegbpgvNDJJOmT88ENZG0kcnA1zmHgdUkqE-3PyT-JD3x_lO5kKpwf_CeeFGor7cWjML2gnHSkYs_lzJ9pDBnzoJYwVyHGjPB1WMAMO41Ey7YH8sAwU&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/wearealldancers?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC6skGsGFjOf9Dra0ZReH3b852bXWatJxtwN-Nc--6hziPqnUa2gtt5sW6WGE9ZuKnCEiOqsK2Vnbap5qE08cLC2XHfGSkqXK5kD6tyOEj3sgslulmLIfNRMrjftrjfk0gpnD0Tm_oGqx_Ov9tlePhbK5uMg71pOfwiP1Xnx84RBWWcCV9Hlj6kip60neq9rAVFzFooAJBTJiCaR_UyFAHNnecj_x_rgZT4NegbpgvNDJJOmT88ENZG0kcnA1zmHgdUkqE-3PyT-JD3x_lO5kKpwf_CeeFGor7cWjML2gnHSkYs_lzJ9pDBnzoJYwVyHGjPB1WMAMO41Ey7YH8sAwU&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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THE BE FREE AND DANCE PROJECT has…. 

 

… delivered 12 Be Free And Dance Sessions at 4 festivals in Sheffield, 1 festival in Oxford and 

3 ambassador businesses/organisations. 

 

… had between 10 -20 participants in each session that ran. 

 

… had captured 11 responses from participants in an online survey 

 

… provided contract work for 4 dance practitioners, 2 photographers/videographers, 1 

graphic designer and 1 magazine/distribution organisation; all working independently in the 

arts sector. 

 

… created a digital presence for the project including a Facebook page and You Tube 

promotional video. 

 

--- been an advocate for The Rainbow Heron Trust/Café and other mental health 

events/organisation in the region. 
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PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 

The project aims to encourage individuals from varied backgrounds to engage in dance and 
movement and to raise awareness that dance (as well as other physical activities) can have a 
positive effect on individual’s physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. It will create a safe 
inclusive non-judgemental environment for people to dance, move and express themselves 
regardless of background, age or experience. There will be a focus on relieving stress, feeling 
good, togetherness and identifying emotions. 
 
Be Free Sessions were held at Business venues and festivals in 2018. Each event was supported 
and facilitated by dance/movement leaders, who provided a music system, equipment and set up. 
There was a flexible approach according to the audience. Be Free And Dance practitioners led 
easy-to-follow dance / movement routines; developed creative sequences by observing 
participants’ movements; and encourage the participation of all attendees. The focus was on 
making all individuals feel welcome, safe and included. 
 

 
 
The sessions occurred at: 
 
Peace In The Park Festival 
Wellbeing Festival 
Diversity Festival 
Oxford Dance Camp 

 

 
DINA Venue 
Breast Cancer Care 
Sheffield Belong 
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‘When people come 
together and they 
move, it a way of 
expressing yourself and 
a way of connecting’ 
Jemma Rosenthal - 
Dance Practitioner 

 

 

‘It was quite amazing to 
witness complete 
strangers coming into a 
space, being able to join 
in with as much or as 
little as they wanted and 
then seeing the 
conversations which 
started to flow at the 
end of session.’ 
Nisha Lall –  
Dance Practitioner 
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TRAINING / PLANNING DAY 

 

The training / planning day allowed the dance 
practitioners to come together before delivery 
the session to exchange ideas and practise what 
would be suitable for this project. 
The session helped practitioners to identify some 
key factors with this project: 
 
Initimate and small – We decided that sessions 
with smaller groups rather than mass events 
would work best.  This would help to create a 
non-intimidating environment but also allow 
more person-centred practise (for e.g. listening, 
eye to eye contact). 
 
Team Teaching – We decided where possible we 
would delivery sessions in pairs.  This allowed 
there to be more of a flow in the session rather 
than stopping and starting music or stopping to 
arrange props as needed. It also allowed 
participants who feel like they need to talk to do 
that with one dance practitioner while the other 
continued delivering. 
 

 

 

 

THE SESSIONS 

• Practitioners in Be Free T-shirts. 

• Introduction welcoming everyone and informing them about the project 

• Delivery of 30 minute session full of feel good music, props, interactions, 

encouragement and laughter 

• Participants online survey available 

• information sheets available about mental health services in the area. 
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Peace In The Park Festival 

 

‘We all really enjoyed it!’ 

- Sheffield Belong Participant 

 

‘I would definitely recommend these classes!’ 

- Breast Cancer Care Participant 

 

‘It was incredible..lovely…very energising..i do feel very free’ 

- Participant 

DINA Venue 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

As part of the session, participants were provided with a link to an online survey to capture their 

thoughts and feelings about their experience. We received 11 responses.  Below is s selection of 

responses.  

 

How did you feel in yourself before the session? 

• A little tired. It was a very hot day so I was beginning to 'flag' in the run up to lunchtime. 
• intrigued  

• Tired.  

• Hungry and a bit tired.  

• Tired and not very well. Also quite self conscious about dancing.  

• feeling okay  
 

 

 

How did you feel in yourself after the session? 

• definitely felt more energised and motivated after the session. I felt that I was able to 
concentrate better at work. 

• revived, thoroughly enjoyed it, for a short session, felt that I really got into it  

• felt happy and energetic  

• Great, cannot believe how much I enjoyed it!  

• Energised and happier 

• Hot but less tired and happier.  

• A lot more relaxed and energised. It was such good fun, I forgot to feel shy and just 
enjoyed it.  

 

 

Did you feel the session had an affect on you for the rest of the day? Can you explain how? 

• I generally felt more productive throughout the day and less tired.  

• yes, felt uplifted  

• Yes! I didn't feel the afternoon slump, like normal.  

• It cheered me up and I felt I had more energy in the afternoon.  

• It felt good to have done something new, and out of my comfort zone  

• During the hot weather it has been a real struggle at around 2pm to not nod off. I feel a 
real slump but today after the exercise I looked at the clock and it was 15:45 and I hadn't 
felt tired at all!!  

• Energetic and more positive  

• Actually, now you ask the question yes. Felt, I had more energy than I usually do to get 
through the afternoon.  
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How do you think these sessions could benefit individuals? 

• I think that - particularly when people are doing sedentary office work - it's really helpful 
to have the chance to get up and move about. What I liked most about the session was its 
length and its informality. 30 minutes was a good amount of time to have a stretch, but 
also still have time to eat lunch afterwards and get back to work. I think these sessions are 
good for people's health and productivity.  

• brings people together and is fun and uplifting  

• They are great! I think it is great exercise and a lot of fun.  

• Reconnecting you with your mojo  

• Confidence building  

• Gets you up, moving and laughing which can only be a good thing.  
 

 

Would you recommend these sessions to your friends / Family / work colleagues? 

83%   Very Likely 
17%   Likely 
0%  Neither likely nor unlikely 
0%  Unlikely 
0%  Very unlikely 

 
 

Wellbeing Festival 
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DANCE FACILITATORS’ FEEDBACK 

 
JULIA BISBY 

I loved being part of this project.  At the beginning it was inspiring to come together with other 

practitioners and voice our ideas and combine them together, I felt this enabled me to connect with 

them and feel that we were all building something together - we were all equal parts of the project. 

This then came into action when we ran the sessions and only then did we see the fruits of our labour 

and realise our ideas. It also became clear that these sessions were inspiring and energising for the 

participants in such a positive way both mentally and physically, it was such an amazing feeling to 

have been part of creating this effect on both the participants and also on us as practitioners.  This 

effect cannot be underestimated and I feel it is so important for people to connect positively in a safe 

space.  

The individual experience of all the practitioners - including myself - combined with the initial group 
meetings, meant that we were able to share the running of each session and use our judgement to 
adapt where necessary. 
I think, therefore, to progress further we would benefit from coming together again, similar to the 
start of the project, to re-assess the layout of sessions and any further ideas, I also think it is vital for 
the group's sustainability and relationship to bond in this way, we will then be more consistent and 
able to work as one when delivering sessions. 
 

 

CHARLIE ARMITAGE 

I felt the project was well placed within the 2 settings I delivered. The participants were well engaged 

and understood the purpose of the session. I think the concept is a really positive one and there will 

be many individuals and organisations out there who would appreciate the sessions and benefit from 

the opportunities. As a dance artist, I loved being the person to offer the participants the chance to 

dance in their lunch break and share that special time with them! I also loved the co-delivery aspect - 

it’s always such a treat to deliver alongside another artist and learn from them. It would be really 

interesting to see a session in a setting where employees from a number of different companies can 

feed in, so the organisations also connect and support one another… just a thought. 

 

MARK GODDARD 

‘the be free & dance project is a great idea & such a lovely fun way to encourage people to move & 

get involved with dancing’ 
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EVALUATION 

 

Project Name 

After consultation with the Graphic Designer how helped with the branding and marketing campaign 

for the project, the decision was made to include the word ‘dance’ somewhere in the branding. The 

‘Be Free Lunch’ title worked well for targeting businesses but then become confusing or events 

being held at festivals. The decision was made the broaden the over-arching title ‘Be Free And 

Dance’, but ‘Be Free Lunch’ could remain for when targeting businesses.  

 

Artist Recruitment 

Due to many freelance dance practitioners being booked on other projects, 4 rather than 10 dance 

practitioners were available to delivery on this project.     

 

Instructional Videos 

The instructional video idea was postponed during this project. This was due to wanting more 

planning time on whether videos would be a suitable for the Be Fee And Dance Sessions.  During the 

practitioners planning session, watching a video did not create the right atmosphere needed for 

these sessions to be successful.  Also, we agreed that a practitioner thinks on the spot and can 

observe the people and change the way the session is running in real time depending on what is 

working or not working. Some of the activities/creative devices used in the sessions did not lend 

themselves to be explained on a video.  

These sessions are about being in the moment with the participants and responding to what is 

happening in the room, which is lost when watching an instructional video on screen. 

The face to face contact with the practitioner who was willing and open to listen and could then 

direct the participant to the information sheet. 

Instructional videos are still an option for the future but may need trialling before development. 

A promotional video was created instead that was used to promote the sessions. 

 

Music 

During the planning day, the practitioners decided it would be easier for them to select their own 

music for their sessions.  Since the decision was made not to have mass events, there was no need 

to book DJs. 

 

Business Ambassadors 

Recruiting business ambassadors was challenging.   

Need to go in with a much clearer proposal and possible sponsorship package. 
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MANY THANKS 

 

Rainbow Heron Trust for making this project possible 

 

Dance Practitioners 

Charlie Armitage (E-Dance) 

Julia Bisby (Bella Shimmy) 

Mark Goddard (Easy Dance) 

Simone Thompson (Nycha Dance) 

 

Media Team 

Gary Jones (SOYO Design) 

OPUS Distribution 

Rob Speranza (South Yorkshire Filmmakers Network) 

Tim Dennell (photographer) 

Vista Print 

 

Supporters/ Ambassadors 

Breast Cancer Care 

DINA Venue 

Diversity Festival 

Oxford Dance Camp 

Peace In The Park Festival 

Sheffield Belong 

Wellbeing Festival 
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